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Mr. Cegielski

Balancing Nationalism & 

Sectionalism:          

The “Era of Good Feelings”

&  Antebellum Society

The Election of 1816
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James Monroe [1816-1824]
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John Quincy Adams:
A bulldog among spaniels!

The West & the NW: 1819-1824
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The Convention of 1818

Adams-Onis Treaty, 1819
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US Population Density

1810 1820

The Election of 1820
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The American System

 Tariff of 1816

 Second Bank of the
U. S.

 Internal improvements
at federal expense.

- National RoadHenry Clay,
“The Great

Compromiser”
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The American System

The American System

 WEST  got roads, canals, and
federal aide.

 EAST  got the backing of
protective tariffs from the
West.

 SOUTH  ??
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The Panic of 1819

CAUSES???

What was the Panic of 1819? 

Why was it so significant?
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The Compromise of 1820:
A Firebell in the Night!
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The Tallmadge Amendment

 All slaves born in Missouri after the
territory became a state would be freed
at the age of 25.

 Passed by the House, not in the Senate.

 The North controlled the House, and the
South had enough power to block it in 
the Senate.
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The Monroe Doctrine, 1823

3. What would the 
US do if the 
warning was not 
headed?

Monroe 
Doctrine

2. What warning is given 
to the European 
countries?

1. What foreign 
policy 
principles are 
established?

 Referred to as 
America’s Self-Defense
Doctrine.

ASSIGNMENT:

• Read “James Monroe, the Monroe 

Doctrine” and answer the questions on the 

worksheet…
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The Election of 1824:
The “Corrupt Bargain”
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The Election of 1824:
The “Corrupt Bargain”

Candidate Popular Vote
Electoral 

Vote

Andrew Jackson 43% 99

J.Q. Adams 31% 84

William 
Crawford

13% 41

Henry Clay 13% 37

ASSIGNMENT:

• Complete the reading below and the 

questions from the worksheet:
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By: Mr. Cegielski

Early Emancipation in the North
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Missouri Compromise, 1820
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Introduction to Ongoing History Novel 

Project: Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl.

• Directions: You are required to read the novel as 

well as complete several related reading 

assignments over the next few weeks as we 

learn about Antebellum Slavery.  To access the 

book online, go to http://books.google.com and 

type in Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl in the 

search bar. You will be able to access the full 

text as well as any specific page of the text you 

want!  I also have a full electronic PDF copy 

available (just ask!).

“Life of a Slave Girl”

http://books.google.com/
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More Prereading Strategies

Examining the Title Page as a Primary Source

• Analyzing the title page to Incidents can be a powerful pre-reading activity and provide students with a 
better understanding of primary sources. For this activity use the SCIM-C strategy. Individually, with 
partners, or as a whole class, ask students to answer a series of prompts as they read the title page. 
They will summarize the information they find, draw inferences, and check the accuracy of their 
inferences. (Note: if this activity is done individually or as partners, the teacher should provide students 
with reference texts—textbooks, Internet access, encyclopedia, non-fiction texts, to check their 
inferences and predictions.)

» 1. S—Summary: What type of historical document is the source? What specific 
information, details, and/or perspectives does the source provide? What are the 
subject, audience, and/or purpose of the source? What does the source directly 
tell us?

» 2. C—Context: Who produced the source? When, why, and where was the 
source produced? What was happening locally and globally at the time the source 
was produced? What summarizing information can place the source in time, 
space, and place?

» 3. I—Inference: What is suggested by the source? What conclusions may be 
drawn from the source? What biases are indicated in the source? What 
contextualizing information, while not directly evident, may be suggested from the 
source?

» 4. M—Monitor: What is missing from the source in terms of evidence that is 
needed to answer the guiding historical question? What ideas, images, or terms 
need further defining from the source in order to understand the context or period 
in which the source was created? How reliable is the source for its intended 
purpose in answering the historical question? What questions from the previous 
stages need to be revisited in order to analyze the source satisfactorily?

» 5. C—Corroborate: What similarities and differences exist between the sources? 
What factors could account for the similarities and differences? What gaps appear 
to exist that hinder the final interpretation of the source? What other sources are 
available that could check, confirm, or oppose the evidence currently marshaled?

• —Adapted from Doolittle, Hicks, & Ewing, 2004

FIRST READING ASSIGNMENT:
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Characteristics of the Antebellum 
South

1. Primarily agrarian.

2. Economic power shifted from the 
“upper South” to the “lower South.”

3. “Cotton Is King!”
* 1860 5 mil. bales a yr.

(57% of total US exports).

4. Very slow development of industrialization.

5. Rudimentary financial system.

6. Inadequate transportation system.
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Southern Society (1850)
“Slavocracy”
[plantation owners]

The “Plain Folk”
[white yeoman farmers]

6,000,000

Black Freemen

Black Slaves
3,200,000

250,000

Total US Population  23,000,000
[9,250,000 in the South = 40%]

Southern Population
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Graniteville Textile Co.

Founded in 1845, it was the South’s first 
attempt at industrialization in Richmond, VA
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Southern Agriculture

Slaves Picking Cotton
on a Mississippi Plantation
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Slaves Using the Cotton Gin

Changes in Cotton Production

1820

1860
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Value of Cotton Exports 
As % of All US Exports

“Hauling the Whole Week’s Pickings”
William Henry Brown, 1842
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Slaves Working
in a Sugar-Boiling House, 1823

SECOND READING 

ASSIGNMENT:
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Slave Auction Notice, 1823
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Slave Auction:  Charleston, SC-1856

Slave Master
Brands

Slave Accoutrements

Slave muzzle
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Anti-Slave Pamphlet

Slave tag, SC

Slave Accoutrements

Slave leg irons

Slave shoes
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ASSIGNMENT: How does the notion of 

“color” explain the existence of slavery 

during this time?

» Introduction to “Color” and “Identity:” Color and identity are at the heart of 
Harriet’s narrative and, some might argue, the experiences of every American. 
Her narrative complicates our conceptions of race because she and her 
children could pass as whites. The PBS series, Race: The Power of an Illusion 
helps students reflect on their assumptions and misconceptions about race. 
Have students explore various aspects of the site by providing a hotlist of links 
and discussion questions. 

» Complete all of the following online activities:

» “Is Race for Real” http://www.pbs.org/race/001_WhatIsRace/001_00-home.htm 
— provides background knowledge about the origins of modern definitions of 
race and clarifies common misconceptions about race. 

» “Sorting People” http://www.pbs.org/race/002_SortingPeople/002_00-
home.htm—provides a sorting activity that demonstrates how difficult it is to 
sort people based on their appearance. 

» “Race Timeline” http://www.pbs.org/race/003_RaceTimeline/003_00-
home.htm—is an interactive timeline tracing changing American ideas about 
race.

» “Me, My Race, & I” http://www.pbs.org/race/005_MeMyRaceAndI/005_00-
home.htm—is a narrated slide shows exploring various experiences with race. 

» Now, answer the following.  We will host a class discussion afterwards: How 
does an understanding of race as a social construct (created by racial 
prejudice rather than scientific evidence) impact our understandings of racial 
difference?

THIRD READING ASSIGNMENT:
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Warm Up:
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American Slavery: The Southern 

Plantation Way of Life (14:50) 

Pay attention! Your assignments follow!

Slave-Owning Population (1850)

http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=CDD6B2D3-D173-4D1C-8EB9-D323E859BEAD&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
http://player.discoveryeducation.com/index.cfm?guidAssetId=CDD6B2D3-D173-4D1C-8EB9-D323E859BEAD&blnFromSearch=1&productcode=US
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Slave-Owning Families (1850)

Slaves posing 
in front of 

their cabin on 
a Southern 
plantation.
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Tara – Plantation Reality or Myth?

Hollywood’s Version?

A Real Georgia Plantation
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Scarlet and Mammie
(Hollywood Again!)

A Real Mammie & Her Charge
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The Southern “Belle”

A Slave Family
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The Ledger of John White

 Matilda Selby, 9, $400.00 sold to Mr. 
Covington,  St. Louis, $425.00 

 Brooks Selby, 19, $750.00 Left at Home –
Crazy

 Fred McAfee, 22, $800.00 Sold to Pepidal,
Donaldsonville, $1200.00

 Howard Barnett, 25, $750.00 Ranaway.  Sold 
out of jail, $540.00

 Harriett Barnett, 17, $550.00 Sold to 
Davenport and Jones, Lafourche, $900.00

US Laws Regarding Slavery

1. U. S. Constitution:
* 3/5s compromise [I.2]
* fugitive slave clause [IV.2]

2. 1793  Fugitive Slave Act.

3. 1850  stronger Fugitive Slave Act.
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Southern Slavery--> An Aberration?

 1780s: 1st antislavery society created in Phila.

 By 1804: slavery eliminated from last 
northern state.

 1807: the legal termination of the slave 
trade, enforced by the Royal Navy.

 1820s: newly indep. Republics of Central & 
So. America declared their slaves free.

 1833: slavery abolished throughout the British 
Empire.

 1844: slavery abolished in the Fr. colonies. 

 1861: the serfs of Russia were emancipated.

Slavery Was Less Efficient 
in the U. S. than Elsewhere

 High cost of keeping slaves from
escaping.

 GOAL  raise the “exit cost.”

u Slave patrols.

u Southern Black Codes.

u Cut off a toe or a foot.
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Directions: Using these quotes as examples, complete the Post column of the “Anticipation Guide.”  In 

addition, write a 150-word reflection, explaining what valuable information about slavery that you can 

learn from primary-source quotes.
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Slave Resistance
1. “SAMBO” pattern of behavior used as a 

charade in front of whites [the innocent, 
laughing black man caricature – bulging 
eyes, thick lips, big smile, etc.].

Slave Resistance
2. Refusal to work hard.

3. Isolated acts of sabotage.

4. Escape via the Underground Railroad.
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Runaway Slave Ads

Quilt Patterns as Secret Messages

The Monkey Wrench pattern, on the left, 
alerted escapees to gather up tools and 
prepare to flee; the Drunkard Path
design, on the right, warned escapees not 
to follow a straight route.
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FOURTH READING ASSIGNMENT:

Slave Rebellions Throughout the Americas
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Slave Rebellions 
in the Antebellum South

1822

Gabriel Prosser
1800

Slave Rebellions in the Antebellum South:
Nat Turner, 1831
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The Culture of Slavery
1. Black Christianity [Baptists or Methodists]:

* more emotional worship services.
* negro spirituals.

2. “Pidgin” or Gullah languages.

3. Nuclear family with extended kin links,
where possible.

4. Importance of music in their lives. [esp. 
spirituals].

ASSIGNMENT: Resistance, Self Preservation, 

and Survival Expression through Song

» Introduction and Directions: Harriet writes that it wasn’t 
until the age of 6 that she realized that she was a slave. Her 
growing awareness of her position as a slave and her 
eventual resistance to this identity form the bulk of the story. 
Harriet’s history parallels the slave experience which is 
described in slave songs and spirituals. Have students 
examine slave songs at several web sites, looking for this 
theme of resistance. Ask students to collect passages that 
indicate slaves’ resistance to share with the whole class. 

» Write the answer down to the following questions, after 
analyzing some slave songs, and prepare to discuss:

» How did slaves resist the imposition of the role of slave from 
their white masters? What resources did slaves call upon in 
order to maintain their resistance? What do these songs tell 
us about the human spirit? 

» These web sites include the words of the songs and 
performances of selected songs: 

» http://www.negrospirituals.com/news-song/index.htm

» http://www.africanamericanspirituals.com/

http://www.negrospirituals.com/news-song/index.htm
http://www.negrospirituals.com/news-song/index.htm
http://www.negrospirituals.com/news-song/index.htm
http://www.africanamericanspirituals.com/
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AFTER READING:
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AFTER READING:

PROJECT CHOICES:1.

2.


